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The One Health Cycle explains how
the management of a zoonotic
spillover with a One Health
approach works.
A zoonotic pathogen from wild animals
moves into livestock, pets, fur animals or
directly to humans. The One Health
approach introduces the processes of
"early education" (green) and "early
prediction" (blue) that boost the early
detection (red) and control (orange)
efforts. Early education increases the
number of young people able to recognize
a zoonosis, while the Artificial Intelligence
systems used in early prediction increase
the ability to predict an outbreak in
wildlife before the spillover can occur.
Anthropogenic pressure, deforestation
and bushmeat, climate changes, illegal
animal trade and intensive animal farms
are all human-generated causal factors
causing the emergence and resurgence of
zoonotic diseases.
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NAÏVE KNOWLEDGE
LEARNING
correct answers before any lesson
Çcorrect answers after two lessons,
1st questionnaire, all regions or countries, n= 656
2nd questionnaire, DE, SLO, FVG, KNT, n=338
Q.22: “Many diseases that affect humans come from animals?”
71.04% correct

28.96% wrong

+ 8.49% Learning

Q.23: “Zoonoses are diseases transmitted from animals to humans?”
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67.84% correct

32.16% wrong
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+ 16.98% Learning
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Q.25: “Can humans transmit diseases to animals?”
40.09% correct

59.91% wrong

+ 16.39% Learning

Q.26: “Is rabies a disease that is dangerous to humans?”
M

76.98% correct

23.02% wrong

+ 18.07% Learning
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The teaching of health prevention with a One Health approach and a
practical training should be included in every school curriculum.
www.biocrime.org
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